
WHAT WILL
WE LEARN

TODAY?

Home learning: Tuesday 23rd February

Literacy: Alphablocks          

The Alphablocks helps children to explore phonemes and

how they make words. Most of our children are working

hard to blend sounds, made fun with familiar sounds in

this episode.

Oral blending is when we hear the sounds that make up

a word and put them together to make the word. It's a

tricky skill that requires lots of practice. It is also essential

that children develop this skill before they try to blend

sounds they can see.  

Maths: match objects to
numbers

Use your number cards to fifteen or two dice to

randomly draw a number. Count the dots or

identify the number on the cards and count out

that many of an item. You could use your

pompoms or sticks from your Keepmi boxes.

This activity practices counting with one-to-one

correspondence, an extremely important skill in

maths. This also provides children with

experience of representing numbers in different

ways.

Personal, social and
emotional development

Watch the video of Michael Rosen reading his poem "I

am angry". Talk about what being angry feels like.

How do they feel when they are angry? What helps

them to stop feeling angry? Can they do this

themselves or do they need help?

Recognises what feelings do to our body and

thoughts is a really important part of learning to

regulate how we show and control our feelings. This is

a very important skill both for life and for learning.

Poetry also helps us develop a wide vocabulary for

feelings, which is very important in naming and

sharing our feelings.

Are you ready to learn and play? Click on the icons for
play ideas in videos: 

Share pictures or videos of your learning via Tapestry:
HT T P S : / / T A P E S T R Y . I N FO /

https://tapestry.info/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b01d07xw/alphablocks-series-2-6-cat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=df_v6Qllf1w
https://youtu.be/G93ECKkscYU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnEOpysNh8xrfwOEXy2cKSw

